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1.0 Text Proposal
4.5 Coding for HS-DSCH
Data arrives to the coding/multiplexing unit in form of a maximum of one transport block once every
transmission time interval.. The traaasmission time interval is 2 ms.
The following coding/multiplexing steps can be identified:
add CRC to each transport block (see subclause 4.5.1);
code block segmentation (see subclause 4.5.2);
channel coding (see subclause 4.5.3);
hybrid ARQ (see subclause 4.5.4);
Bit Distribution Unit (see subclause 4.5.5);
physical channel segmentation (see subclause 4.5.6_g);
interleaving for HS-DSCH (see subclause 4.5.._7.6);
mapping to physical channels (see subclause 4.5._8;z).
The HS-DSCH always uses one CCTrCH. <Editor’s note: to be clarified if this makes sense.>
The coding/multiplexing steps for HS-DSCH is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 17 - Transport channel multiplexing structure for HS-DSCH

4.5.5 Bit Distribution Unit
The Bit Distribution Unit performs priority mapping by ensuring systematic bits are assigned to positions of
hi~her reliability in the constellation durin~ the Physical ch~aanel mappin~ of section 4.5.7. To achieve this an
interleaver of size N-tow x Afroi is used. The number of rows ~xld columns are determined from:

where 2~/ is the modulation size and F is the number of coded and rate-matched bits to be transmitted.-Data is
written into the interleaver column hzcolumn and read out of the interleaver column hy column. Inlhe firs~A:~
~stem~ti~,gits-a~e-written-i~le-r÷wen~-t~)-N~+-t---sugse uentt-~-th~ -are-,,v~itten-i~t~)-r~w÷n~4o-N,~
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~vt~r-e IfN~c~stematic bits are written into row one to N~ oth~wise in the first Nc~stematic
bits are written into row one to N~+I aaad row one to ~/r. in Ne r~aini~g_~_~]gN_~:.
N~ = Nt’~’ ~d

J ........

N~ =/ ..... -N~I.N~oZ~

..............................................
N~.~, is me numb~ of~ansmi~ed ~ystematic bits. The remaining ~pace is filled wire pa~ bits,
wri~en column wise into the remaining rows of the ~pective columns. Pa~i~ [ ~0 ~ ~its g~ wfi~e~
~!t~nN~gly:
~be noted that in case of F~-16~AM that for each column the bits a~e read out of the interleav~ in
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